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Welcome
Welcome to the TED History Editor, version 0.91. This Application was written in response to multiple
requests in the Energy Inc.'s TED™ Support forums for a means of correcting errors and other types of
data corruption in the records maintained by the TED ECC's Footprints Application. It was written in
VB.Net, and is distributed as 'donationware'. The latest unrestricted version of the Application is available
from the developer's website, and contains no 'nag screens' or other artificial incentives to purchase a
license for it. If you find it useful, you are encouraged to send a donation ($5.00 suggested) to the
developer to encourage him to continue to support and enhance it and (possibly) other comparable
Applications. Bug reports from users are encouraged, and will be addressed as rapidly as possible, but,
needless to say, requests for enhancements are much more likely to be considered seriously if they come
from donors!

Change Log
V0.91
Allow unnamed MTUs and fix bug making it impossible to change initial ECC Network address.

V0.90
Original release version.

General Considerations
TED stores the data which is displayed on the Footprints History page and can be downloaded from
Footprints and/or via the published polling API in a block of flash memory in the ECC. This memory block
can only be read from or written to by firmware code located within the ECC, and TED's programmers
have (I think) appropriately elected not to use any of the limited firmware code space available to them for
code which would allow the user to make manual changes to the stored data. However, they did provide a
Backup/Restore facility for the contents of the flash memory, and it occurred to the author that it should be
possible to extract data from the History Backup file, modify it as desired, and create a new History
Backup file containing the modifications. That is what this Application does, and is its primary purpose.
The modifications take effect when the new History Backup file is restored (using Footprints' usual menu
option to do this). In the process of reading and rewriting the file, the Application can also semiautomatically recognize and fix occasional uncorrected gaps in the data and corrupted records, which used
to be more common (at least for the author) in the past than they are now, and which can cause the History
page to display odd and/or incorrect data.
In addition to reading and writing the standard TED History Backup files, the Application can read and
write archive files in its own, human-readable, text format and can use TED's polling API to download
current data directly from the ECC.
On-line Help is available within the Application; pressing the F1 key at any point should bring up Help for
the currently displayed form.

Restrictions and Limitations
As I have noted in the Welcome section, the History Editor is written in VB.Net — it should run under all
current 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows (7 and above), but does require V 4.5 of the .NET
Framework. This (or a later, compatible, version) is installed and present by default on all versions of
Windows >= Windows 8. The History Editor is a 32-bit Application, but requires a somewhat more than
average amount of working memory, so it probably won't run well on a computer with the absolute
minimum hardware configuration for its operating system. At present, the Application expects TED's ECC
to be accessible on the network to which the computer running it is connected the first time it is run, since it
gets its initial configuration information directly from the ECC. It stores this configuration information in the
Registry, so it can subsequently be run without a network connection, if desired. The Application is
designed to support an ECC with up to its full complement of four MTUs, four Spyders, and 32 Spyder
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channels. While at least Local Administrator privileges will normally be required to install it, no special
privileges should be required to run it.

Installation
The Application is available as a standard Windows installer (.msi) file, and as a .exe file. Each is digitally
signed by Arrowflight Data Services. You should download your chosen installer package to a convenient
folder and run it from there. At least Local Administrator privileges will usually be required for installation.
The latest installer packages will usually be found at http://arrowflightdata.com/TEDHistory/Packages/TEDHEInstaller.exe (for the .exe package) and http://arrowflightdata.com/TEDHistory/Packages/TEDHEInstaller.msi (for the .msi package).

First Run
When you run the Application for the first time after installing it on a new system, it will display its 'System
Data Settings' form (see below), with all the fields on it except that for TED's Network Address invisible or
blank. The Network Address entry defaults to "TED6000", but can be changed to a numeric address (e.g.
192.168.1.201) or to a different identifier if necessary.

Assuming that the address is valid, or after changing it to a correct one. clicking on the button towards the
top right of the form should populate the form with the TED system's settings (see example below). An
error dialog will appear if the Application is unable to download configuration data from the ECC.
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Assuming that the displayed configuration information is correct, click on the 'Save to Registry' button at
the bottom left of the form to proceed. The form will close and the Application will will continue with its
regular opening sequence, as described in the following section. On subsequent runs of the Application, this
form will not appear unless called for from the main screen.

Retrieving History Data
On normal startup, the Application presents a series of dialogs to determine how and where the history data
for editing is to be obtained. The choices, in the order in which they are presented, are:
1) From a saved history (.tbk) file, or a file in this format previously created by the Application.
2) From an archive (.arc) file previously created by the Application.
3) By direct download from the ECC across the network.
If one of the first two options is selected, the Application will present a browser dialog to select the file to
be read, before reading in its contents.
If the third option is chosen, the Application will prompt for confirmation before downloading the history
data from the ECC. This is a relatively slow process, taking up to 2-3 minutes, depending on network
speed. If this option is selected and the Application finds that the ECC contains no more than six months
worth of data, a further dialog appears asking if the user wishes to read in additional data from an Archive
file. If the answer to this question is 'Yes', an appropriate file open dialog is presented. If some of the data
records in the archive file have the same data/time stamps and durations as those downloaded from the
ECC, the corresponding items from the archive file will be assumed to be correct, and will effectively
overwrite the data from the ECC.
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Archive files are assumed to contain valid data, and are only checked for sanity (correct file format and
TED system specifications) on retrieval. If data is retrieved from a saved history file, or directly from the
ECC, the Application will display a dialog offering to run automatic validation checks on the retrieved data
before displaying it. It is generally appropriate to allow this. By default, the Application will then permit you
to set the methods for handling duplicated or missing data on a category by category (e.g. MTU1 Hour
Data, MTU2 Billing Period Data, etc.) basis, starting with MTU1 Hour Data.

It will usually be appropriate to use the same settings for all categories of data, in which case the 'Save as
Global Settings' button should be clicked, the specified choices will be applied to all remaining data
categories, and the dialog will not appear again.
The Application will then process the data. If the 'Display all values....' option was selected for handling
duplicated timestamps, it will display a dialog for each set of records with identical timestamps, allowing the
selection of one to be retained. Otherwise user input is not required unless settings are being made on a
category by category basis.
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Displaying and Editing data
Once the history data has been read in and (if appropriate) checked and validated, it is displayed on a
screen similar in layout to the Footprints History page.

The initial data displayed are those from MTU1. Data from other MTUs (if any) and/or from Spyder
Channels can be displayed by clicking on the 'MTU' or 'Spyder' button (if not already selected, shown by
text in red), selecting the chosen MTU or Channel from the listbox, and clicking the 'Display Specified
History' button to the right of the Spyder Channel listbox.
The 'Refresh TED System Info' button redisplays the System Data Settings form 2 which is normally
only displayed on the first run of the Application, and allows subsequent changes in the TED system
settings to be recognized by the Application.
The buttons at the bottom of the screen allow the saving of edited data and the reading in of existing data
files for review or further editing. Data read in from a file in this way replaces the data in the Application's
working memory. A warning will be issued if the data in memory has been changed since it was read in.

Editing Data
In general, displayed data values are edited simply by selecting the value to be changed and overwriting it
with a new value. For MTU Month/Billing Period Cost values, it is necessary to double-click in the relevant
Cost field and make any necessary changes in the subform (see below) that appears. See Appendix A for
the definition and use of the fields in the subform.
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You will be prompted to confirm any changes you have made to the displayed data if you try to switch to
displaying the data from a a different 'channel', but any modifications made remain stored within the
Application unless/until you save the complete data set to disk
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